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In 1962, as part of the ongoing Yam Festival of happenings, events and exhibitions, the
American artists George Brecht and Robert Watts sent out a folded card: „DELIVERY
EVENT,“ it announced, „by subscription.“ Upon receipt of a small sum to be checked off
on the card, „R. WATTS and G. BRECHT will assemble a work and arrange delivery to
you or an addressee of your choice.“ Above this text appears a photograph of a man pus-
hing an office cart laden with numbered boxes, amidst what appears to be a warehouse
or storage facility, with receding rows of wooden shelving filled with containers and
objects. The object is not singular or special, the image suggests, but part of a vast archi-
ve of serially produced things subsumed into a larger organizational system.1

While this card is often taken to be an early mail-art piece, the idiosyncratic work
proposes much more than that: a set of more or less randomly chosen common objects
will be assembled and delivered to specific recipients, via a rather arcane mail order sub-
scription process, employing an arbitrary system of pricing.2 It condenses a textual des-
cription, a means of advertising, a relationship of exchange, and a delivery system into
one rather hermetic printed card. Perhaps more than any other of the myriad event scores,
card pieces or performance operations associated with the moment of early 1960s proto-
Fluxus, Brecht and Watts’ Delivery Event addresses the dynamic structures organizing the
distribution, exhibition and exchange of material objects, including art objects, in the
postwar era. 
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„I am for an art that embroils itself with the everyday crap & still comes out on top.“
Claes Oldenburg, „I am for an art“ (1961) 
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If, as Julia Robinson claims, the larger Yam Festival „operated as an alternative to the
gallery system, producing ‘art’ that could not be bought,“ 3 the Delivery Event proposed
instead a ludic mocking of commercial exchange: unspecified „works“ that could be
bought by anyone for a nominal and random fee, that would be delivered to the purcha-
ser or their chosen recipient.4 How many people took the artists up on their offer is
unknown, and the very fact that the cards have been retained as a collectible work sug-
gests that they were rarely used, since ordering a delivery would of course entail mailing
the subscription card back.5

The work presents a curious proposition-one that crystallizes two crucial trajectories
that emerge almost simultaneously around 1960, trajectories that I will outline as the
object/edition/store, and the performance/instruction/score. In the first, a new form of
„object“ becomes available in art practice-an object that both is and is not understandable
as sculpture, an object whose frame of reference is to the everyday consumer object, to the
cheap, mundane and nearly ephemeral stuff of daily life, and not to any overt figurative,
commemorative or hieratic sculptural model. Of course, the precursor for this object is the
Duchampian readymade, and yet, this new type of object, as it emerges across the accumu-
lations of Nouveau Realism, the boxes and kits of Fluxus, and the new Pop objects and mul-
tiples of Claes Oldenburg, Andy Warhol and others, is also something else. This object
emerges linked both to new models of artistic production-chiefly the newly-inaugurated
form of editions known as the „multiple“-and to new models for the display and presenta-
tion of artworks modeled, quite consciously, on the store (of course, this proliferating com-
mercial site takes multiple forms, from the supermarket to the restaurant to the mail-or-
der catalogue). Rather than disguising or dismissing the commercial underpinnings of the
rapidly expanding art system and art market, artists of the late 1950s and early 1960s in-
stead radically foreground this context and content, and integrate it into the structure of
their object production and dissemination: the object is not only formally-modeled on
mass-produced consumer goods, but it is reproducible, on display, and for sale.6

In the second trajectory, a new model of „performance“ enters art practice, one that de-
rives chiefly from experimental music and that reconstructs artmaking as modes of action
and temporal or durational enactment. In the hands of Fluxus artists informed by the com-
positions and performances of John Cage, David Tudor and La Monte Young, these anti-
theatrical art performances were usually realized in relation to a written notation or score, or
performed through following series of written instructions.7 Linked to this performance/in-
struction/score trajectory are, for instance, the art lectures of Robert Morris and Henry Flynt,
the manic self-presentations of Ben Vautier, and the myriad art protests staged in the mid-
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1960s, as well as the burgeoning later-1960s practices of Conceptual art, art by instruction,
and performative practices that attain a public life as circulated documentation. 

These two trajectories are seemingly distinct, and formally and structurally separate.
Yet they arise at same moment, around 1960, and are often produced by same people. Thus
in his crucial early work, Daniel Spoerri not only kicks off the modern multiple with his
Editions MAT in 1959/1960, and exhibits grocery store objects unaltered except for a stamp
reading „Caution, Work of Art,“ but also organizes poetry readings and performances, and
produces his „tableaux-pieges“ that trap the chance detritus of a meal into permanently-
preserved forms.8 Likewise Oldenburg’s generative early installations, The Street (1960) and
The Store (1961-62), not only inaugurate the store model in the U.S. context, but also host
countless performances, while his obsessive collecting of Ray Guns reorganized the found
object into a kind of ongoing temporal action. And, under the aegis of George Maciunas,
Fluxus is known precisely for its curiously joined projects of concert-like assemblages of
events and performances – many of which involved the manipulation of objects and props
–and its endless proliferation of Flux Boxes, FluxKits, catalogues, and editions-many of
which, in their potential for interaction, implicitly present themselves as a type of perfor-
mance, albeit a private one.9 Other intersections of performance and store abound, from
Ben Vautier’s Magasin (Nice, 1961) and Gallery One (London, 1962) to George Brecht and
Robert Filliou’s shop La Cédille qui sourit (Villefranche-sur-Mer, 1965-68). 

Part of what strikes me as prescient about Brecht and Watts’ Delivery Event is that it
understands that the consumer good and the system of distribution are mutually impli-
cated forms-historically, modern industrial mass production emerges simultaneously with
mass distribution, as the factory presupposes both the railroad and the department sto-
re. Taking the form of a printed card sent through the mail, Delivery Event also under-
stands that in the post-World War II era, flows of mass-produced objects have become
increasingly intertwined with the mass media and with models of communication. Con-
sumer goods are not only advertised in the media, they are themselves messages. This is,
after all, precisely the era of postwar prosperity when, as Jean Baudrillard has proposed,
the object becomes a sign-as an industrial logic of „exchange value“ is increasingly sup-
planted by a post-industrial semiotic logic of „sign-exchange value.“ 

Curiously, Brecht and Watts propose to distribute works of art via subscription, a busi-
ness model historically associated with magazines and newspapers. Rather than represen-
ting a one-time sale, a subscription usually entails ongoing periodic delivery or access. Yet
to „subscribe“ is not simply to pledge a sum of money, but also to sign a document, autho-
rize a statement or give consent, to „under-write“ something. A subscription is a contract,
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and to subscribe to something is not simply to buy a discrete object but to enter into a lar-
ger system of exchange and distribution, one organized linguistically and legally as well as
commercially. The subscription card is a record of this transaction, and the means of put-
ting it into play. In Brecht and Watt’s hands, the artwork is not simply an object or an action,
but a work of reproductive media and verbal inscription that precedes both action and
object-a work we generally encounter as a small printed piece of ephemera. 

Indeed, as an array of 1960s art practices demonstrate and embody, object producti-
on becomes intensely destabilized and dispersed, as it crosses paths with a host of new
models of publication, replication and collection that embed objects into larger discursi-
ve systems and into implicitly temporal and iterative forms of production, reproduction
and performance. From the assembled heterogeneous materials of La Monte Young’s legen-
dary An Anthology (1961/1963, itself a compilation of materials linked to loft concerts
and downtown performances) to the constantly-changing compendiums and ephemeral
contents of Maciunas’s Fluxus I (1964-1978) editions and Fluxkits, to Oldenburg’s vast
archive of collected objects and photographs mounted as the Ray Gun Wing (1961-1977),
object and performance practices become linked around new forms of collection, repli-
cation and iterability marked not so much by industrial models of standardization and
rationalized production, as by instability, obsession and precariousness. The very split or
continued dates of many of these projects indicate something essential about them: their
ongoing production, combination and variation over time, subject to the whims of the
maker and also to the shifting vagaries of materials and economic resources.10

If artistic production circa 1960 becomes reorganized around new models of
object/edition/store and performance/instruction/score, how do we understand the rela-
tion between these two trajectories? What deeper structural logics connect them? To
understand the emergence of these trajectories requires situating them not solely within
histories of twentieth-century art practice and its internal paradigm shifts, or even in the
growth and restructuring of art markets in the postwar period. Instead, the larger stakes
of these questions lie in the structural transformation of object experience in postwar
industrialized societies, at a moment when the machine-made object world of industrial
modernity and the accelerated consumer cultures of postwar American and Western Euro-
pean capitalism produced not only a new world of abundance and obsolescence but a
greatly altered temporal and procedural relation to materiality.

Despite the countless manifesto-like statements against „art“ or commerce, the new
forms of artistic production that emerge in the late 1950s and early 1960s are by no means
simply resistant to commodification, the market, or the gallery system. Instead, as evi-
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denced in Oldenburg’s Store, the Bianchini Gallery’s The American Supermarket or Maciu-
nas’s downtown New York FluxShop, these efforts represent a complex and ambivalent
relation to the market and the commodity as inescapable conditions of late-twentieth
century life.11 As such, the new instability of the „art object“ makes manifest the repres-
sed instability and crisis of the intact, integral commodity „object.“ For all its apparent
and continued success, this new commodity object was already in crisis and undergoing
profound transformation-as, in the context of advanced industrial production, objects
become subsumed into larger and increasingly immaterial systems, and, in the context
of consumption, the object becomes volatilized as a sign.

A sense of the larger historical context is essential here. If, in the 1920s, artists sought
to integrate themselves into the new forms of industrial production, they did so in the
service of a new unity of art and design understood as a project of „radical democratic
aestheticization.“ Like Soviet Productivism in a radically different context, the Bauhaus
project entailed not simply the design of new objects for use and consumption, but the
radical transformation of everyday life and object experience. 12 As Benjamin Buchloh
notes, „In its promise to revolutionize the experience of the everyday not only through
the universal legibility of technological forms but also through the collective availability
made possible by industrial mass production, the Bauhaus aimed to remake the everyday
according to the laws of function and efficiency.“13 While both Productivism and the
Bauhaus have been lionized as „heroic failures,“ the crises they encountered represent not
merely historically contingent circumstances – of destroyed industrial infrastructure,
political crisis and economic collapse – but larger symptomatic forces at work within
advanced industrial production. 

Among the crucial unresolved conflicts confronting this earlier moment of moder-
nity was the fact that the intact, integral, discrete commodity object was being eroded from
within, by the very forms and forces of industrial production. Not only was the object
already becoming sign, but the „thing“ itself was being dissolved within increasingly
immaterial networks and circuits. The instability of this object is manifested in its pecu-
liar temporarily, as a newly disposable commodity becomes merely detritus, to be con-
sumed in an instant and tossed away.

In ways reminiscent of Lef group artists and writers of the 1920s, 1960s artists at times
sought to restore the „thingness“ of the thing, its materiality and singularity, in the face of
the relentless abstraction of the objects under capitalism; even the abstracting forces of
accumulation and exchange could themselves become artistic materials.14 If industrial
production takes the form of a complex of processes, like a net or network, diffuse and
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unlocalizable, the position of artists as object-makers in relation to this system becomes
increasingly precarious. Maria Gough proposes, that in the 1920s, the object’s disappearan-
ce already became „a central paradox ... of mass production: the more technologically
advanced the process of the object’s production, the less corporeal, tangible and object-like
that object, in fact, becomes.“15 Lef theorist Nikolai Tarabukin observed how, despite its
relentless proliferation of objects, „mass production cancels out the ... conception of the
object; it brings about an extreme reduction of the period of its utilization to a single act of
consumption.“16 As it is transformed into „ephemera,“ the object loses its fundamental
character. And perhaps more crucially, the object becomes super-ceded by the system. 

This reformulation of the problem of production as „dematerializing process rather
than integral product“17 prefigures the 1960s’ shift from models of static objecthood to
procedural operations and perpetual transformations focused on symbolic and semiotic
materials. After all, in his classic analyses of the emergence of the modern „object“ – a thing
that is no longer just a product or commodity, but a sign in a quasi-linguistic system of
social status and circulation – Baudrillard identified the Bauhaus as the avatar of the world
made sign, the transformation of everyday life into a „universal semiotic.“18

As 1960s’ artists confront the consumer object, seemingly opposed strategies – of
extreme singularization and re-auratization on the one hand, and of uninflected serial
repetition on the other – achieve their legibility against a horizon of homogenization and
standardization. If Walter Gropius famously viewed rationalization, mechanization, and
the division of labor as „seemingly irrevocable steps in industrial evolution,“19 postwar
artists often sought to undo these moves step-by-step. As Gropius notes, by the 1920s, the
new standardized object was not only simplified and streamlined, but shorn of personal
touch and idiosyncrasies: „A standard may be defined as that simplified practical exem-
plar of anything in general use which embodies a fusion of the best of its anterior forms
– a fusion preceded by the elimination of the personal content of their designers and all
otherwise ungeneric or non-essential features. Such an impersonal standard is called a
‘norm.’“ 20 It is precisely this new depersonalized standardized object that Baudrillard ter-
med the „serial object“ in his 1968 polemic Le Systeme des objets. In what he terms the
„model/series distinction,“ he decries the fact that „the broad strata of our society do in
fact live among serially produced objects that refer formally and psychologically to models
which only a small minority can enjoy.“ 21

While in the U.S., Baudrillard’s theoretical arguments have more frequently been applied
to 1980s „Neo-Geo“ art and postmodernism, the historical context of his key early texts is pre-
cisely the postwar reorganization of object experience that propels the turn, within 1960s art,
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to seriality, performance and linguistic materials. Despite his sensitivity to Warhol and other
Pop figures, Baudrillard’s diagnosis is far more dire: „Of all the servitudes visited upon the se-
rial object, the most obvious concerns its durability and its technical quality ... The first effect
of all the innovations and all the vagaries of fashion is to render objects more shoddy and ephe-
meral.“22 Citing American critiques of the planned obsolescence of function, quality, and de-
sirability, Baudrillard lambasts the „style deficits“ and „psychological shortfall“ associated
with the serial object, „designed not to last.“23

Rather than being solid, stable, and durable, the object-world is now a transient flow
of passing signs, flotsam and jetsam, that temporarily inhabit our lives and life-spaces. As
such, the object’s degradation, impermanence and ephemeral replaceability marks the dis-
solution of a more stable, bounded subjectivity: „For centuries, generations of people suc-
ceeded one another in an unchanging décor of objects which were longer-lived than they,
whereas now many generations of objects will follow upon one another at an ever-accele-
rating pace during a single human lifetime.“ 24 In his influential joining of Marxist politi-
cal economy with structural linguistics, Baudrillard famously analyzed consumption as „a
logic of significations,“ in which the empirical object as such has been displaced or outpa-
ced by dynamic systems of exchange in which it is merely a temporary element or place-
holder: „The object is nothing. It is nothing but the different types of relations and signifi-
cations that converge, contradict themselves, and twist around it.“ 25

How then does the artist operate in this transformed object world? The conventio-
nal production of art objects no longer seems an adequate response to a world marked
by the over-proliferation and ceaseless circulation of stuff. Meaning, no longer located in
the object, becomes generated instead by its circulation, variation and substitution – by
the actions, circuits and quasi-linguistic protocols that produce objects and orchestrate their
dissemination. If, in his 1960 exhibition, The Street, Oldenburg minted fake currency that
would allow viewers to buy bits and pieces of his carefully scavenged „junk,“ it reflects an
understanding that the object had become an activity, an ephemeral element in a larger
system or ritual of exchange. Likewise, in the Bianchini Gallery American Supermarket and
the 1967 Museum of Merchandise, the store-like exhibition is staged as a theatrical expe-
rience, a total environment, in which viewers become performers enacting the curious ritu-
als of American shopping. 

As the anthropologist and cultural theorist Arjun Appadurai proposes, „The diversion
of commodities from specified paths is always a sign of creativity or crisis, whether aesthe-
tic or economic.“ 26 Working from „the conceit that commodities, like persons, have social
lives,“ Appadurai has proposed that focusing on the things that are exchanged – in their



materiality and specificity – makes it possible to elucidate how social relations create links
between exchange and value.27 Indeed, as he proposes, the readymade hardly disrupts the
larger commodity system; instead, practices like the reframing of found objects or the col-
lection of otherwise valueless materials represent „examples of commoditization by diver-
sion, where value, in the art or fashion market, is accelerated or enhanced by placing objects
and things in unlikely contexts“;  „such diversion,“ he concludes, „is not only an instrument
of decommoditization of the object but also of the (potential) intensification of commodi-
tization by the enhancement of value.“ 28

Since artistic projects sought to come to terms with these conditions, it is not surpri-
sing that they would increasingly turn their efforts to these underlying systems of distri-
bution and dissemination, understanding such systems not as external to the art object but
as a crucial determinant and feature of it. As Nam June Paik remarked in a 1978 interview,
part of the crucial innovation of Fluxus was its attention to distribution as an artistic site
and form. In his idiosyncratic English, Paik proposes: „Marx gave much thought about the
dialectics of production and the production medium. He had thought rather simply that
if workers (producers) OWNED the production’s medium, everything would be fine. He
did not give creative room to the DISTRIBUTION system. The problem of the art world
in the ‘60s and ‘70s is that although the artist owns the production’s medium, such as paint
and brush, even sometimes a printing press, they are excluded from the highly centrali-
zed DISTRIBUTION system of the art world... George Maciunas’ Genius is the early detec-
tion of this post-Marxist situation, and he tried to seize not only the production’s medium
but also the DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM of the art world.“ 29

Thus in Maciunas’s beautiful, artisanally-produced edition Fluxus 1 (1964–1978), we
encounter large manila envelopes, carefully bolted together with oversized hardware, con-
taining all manner of subsidiary art works-cards, records, folded sheets, audiotapes, pho-
tographs, and documentation – that we can take out and examine. These envelopes (a
curious meeting point of the container and the flat page) are themselves interlaced with
printed pages containing reproductions of other works. The entire work is enclosed in a
stenciled wooden box that serves as its mailing container. If, in theory, the edition makes
objects make objects non-commodifiable, since it undermines their status as precious uni-
que objects, the very relic-like preciousness and fetish-quality of Fluxus object producti-
on curiously re-auratizes them precisely as objects in dispersion. Among their most inter-
esting features is their capacity for dissemination, travel, and transportability, and the way
this has been incorporated into their form. The box, after all, is not just a creative form
but a container for collecting, storing and shipping. It also stages the object as a displaced
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performance, for, in Benjamin Buchloh’s words, the box operates as „an alternative pre-
sentational device, an accumulation of activating ready-made objects, releasing the per-
formative potential of the Ready-made.“ 30

In a 1990 essay on Watts, Buchloh contrasted Fluxus with Pop art with respect to their
„different attitudes toward the production and distributions of artistic objects,“ describing
the relation between the „the self-imposed hermetic opacity of Fluxus on the one hand
and the self-propelling strategic lucidity of Pop art on the other“ as a historical dialectic.31

Examining projects like Delivery Event, he traced how Fluxus  „mimicked the strategies
of products marginalized in other monopolistically controlled markets: the mail-order
catalogue, direct distribution, and ritualistic subscription practices.“ 32 In a related vein,
in what theorist John Roberts terms the „secondary Productivism“ of the 1960s, the „use
of the concept of production in art is detached from the realm of productive labour to cover
all forms of material and symbolic transformation .... The use-values of art, their produc-
tiveness, lie in the multiple ways in which they might intervene in and across a multitu-
de of social and political sites.“ 33

These models, I think, help to elucidate some of the vicissitudes not only of Fluxus but
of the larger field of production represented by Concept. Action. Language, in its innovati-
ve intermingling of works associated with Pop, Fluxus and Conceptual art movements.
These diverse efforts to multiply or dematerialize the art object, and to disperse the stable
intact object into a multitude of forms and operations, are not the result of changing art
practices alone. Instead, these moves reflect and respond to a destabilization and dispersal
of the object immanent to advanced forms of industrial production. Mass produced, repea-
table, and thus eminently replaceable, the object becomes empty, a placeholder or positi-
on in a larger system of recombination and transformation that one can indeed understand
in quasi-linguistic terms. Understood this way, the emblematic 1960s shift from minimal
sculpture to postminimal performative processes and conceptual linguistic operations no
longer seems so vast. Instead it simply foregrounds the extent to which the serially-produ-
ced object exists among a chain of substitutions, a series of series. The discrete material
object becomes a momentary formation in a larger productivity that constantly replaces and
replenishes it with copies, replicas and variations.

My deep thanks to Susanne Neuburger and Achim Hochdörfer for their generosity in sharing and discussing these materials with me,

and to Michelle Kuo, Mark So and James Hoff for their insights and assistance.
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